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ZONE3 PRODUCT CATEGORY
GROWTH OVER THE LAST 2 YEARS

GOGGLES

NEOPRENE ACCESSORIES

NEOPRENE APPAREL

WETSUITS

BUOYS & FLOATS

PARKA ROBES

110%
1150%
165%
230%
195%
2400%

147%
COLD WATER SWIMMING 
HAS SEEN A GROWTH OF 

FROM 2017-2019
37%

OPEN WATER SWIM 
VENUES UP

BETWEEN 2018-2019

45%
OF SWIMMERS INCREASED 

HOW MUCH THEY SWIM 
OUTSIDE IN 2022

SWIM ENGLAND

PEOPLE SWIM IN THE UK EACH 
YEAR WITH 7.5M IN OPEN WATER 

OR OUTDOOR POOLS. THIS IS 
EXPECTED TO HAVE INCREASED 

SIGNIFICANTLY IN 2020/21.

14M
USD 6.51B 

BY 2023.

THE GLOBAL SWIMWEAR 
MARKET IS POISED TO REACH

TECHNAVIO

THE MARKET OPPORTUNITY
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ACCOLADES
Our  products are consistently  scored highly and 
awarded top honours by the outdoor, swimming, 

triathlon and running media. In fact, Zone3 has achieved 
higher percentage ratings and more product awards 

than any other triathlon or open water swimming brand 
over the last ten years. Recognised globally  with a 

host of press and industry awards, we’re dedicated to 
continuous development and pursuit of perfection. 
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WETSUITS

THE CORE RANGE IS A 
COLLECTION OF MULTI  
AWARD-WINNING WETSUITS. 
Each style has been refined and improved over 
the last ten years and our reputation continues 
to grow as being the best open water swimming 
manufacturer in the world.

Designed for beginners all the way through to 
International standard athletes, each suit offers 
the very best performance, comfort and fit for 
the given price point.

YOU CAN FIND COMPARISON 
CHARTS ON THE BACK PAGES



NEW THERMAL ASPIRE
WETSUITS

OPEN WATER MID LEVEL WETSUIT
The new Aspire Thermal wetsuit has been upgraded for AW22 
with enhanced warmth and flexibility alongside striking high 
visibility graphics.
 
Designed in response to the ever-increasing demand to swim 
outdoors all year around. Sometimes we need to swim in 
conditions that our normal wetsuits just weren’t made for. For 
those colder swims, we have taken one of the highest-rated 
wetsuits of the last decade - the Aspire and added a carefully 
upgraded adding a flexible thermal fleece lining to enhance 
its warmth properties. The new fleece lining now gives the 
feel and movement of a summer wetsuit, allowing the body to 
move more efficiently in the water.

  WARMTH: Staying warm is the key feature of the Aspire  
Thermal Wetsuit, to achieve that we have combined Premium 
SCS #39 Yamamoto fabrics known for their high heat retention, 
with an improved fleece lining for AW22 to the key muscles 
groups which require extra warmth when swimming in  
colder conditions. 

  HIGH VISIBILITY: Neon orange and silver graphics increase 
visibility in the lower light conditions of Autumn and Winter.

  SPEED: Fast in the water, the aqua dynamic ‘SCS’ Nano coating 
reduces the drag of a regular wetsuit from 0.4 to just 0.021. 

  FLEXIBILITY: A massive 480-580% in elongation, compared  
with human skin (underarm) which is just 60-70%. Superior 
flexibility and comfort with an expansion of 7x conventional 
wetsuit materials.

  ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY & BUOYANT: Derived from 
limestone that has a 23% higher closed-cell structure than oil, 
increasing buoyancy levels for the swimmer.

MENS - WS22MTHRM101

WOMENS - WS22WTHRM101

KEY INFO

2021 ASPIRE THERMAL

ASPIRE THERMAL 2021 MENS CONCEPTS FINALAll measurements in mm unless stated otherwise

PANTONE Bright Orange C
(match evolution style)
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VISION
WETSUITS

The new Vision features Yamamoto #39 SCS and an adapted 
buoyancy profile for Men’s and Women’s. The Men’s offering 
maximum buoyancy including Aerodome on the hip panels 
and the Women’s offering a neutral buoyancy for a super 
comfortable and natural feeling swim.

The Vision is a mid-level wetsuit but at an entry-level price 
point so perfect for beginners, experienced swimmers and 
those looking to upgrade their first wetsuit to a higher 
performance and more flexible suit.

“Flexible, fast and very,  
very hard to fault”

92% RATING FROM  
220 TRIATHLON 
MAGAZINE

  FREE-FLEX SCS SHOULDER PANEL  
featuring Yamamoto #39 neoprene.

  X-10 ONE-PIECE SHOULDER PANEL design extends across  
the chest and shoulders to give even more flexibility and 
stroke efficiency.

  B.R.E, BODY ROTATION ENHANCEMENT PANEL on the front 
chest to help maximise distance per stroke and body roll 
during the swim. 

  MEN’S SUIT WEIGHT REDUCED by an outstanding 14% versus 
2020 despite offering more buoyancy! 

  USE OF 10 DIFFERENT MATERIALS to maximise performance, 
comfort and durability.

  MEN’S SUIT FEATURING 5MM BUOYANCY PANELS on the 
torso and front legs as well as Aerodome on the hip panels 
to offer significant core support.

  WOMEN’S SUIT UTILISING 3MM PANELS for a neutral  
buoyancy profile.

MENS - WS21MVIS101

WOMENS - WS21WVIS101

KEY INFO
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OPEN WATER ENTRY LEVEL  
ALL-ROUNDER WETSUIT
The Advance Wetsuit has long been recognised as the 
undisputed best entry-level wetsuit on the market. Upon 
presenting the Advance with its ‘Best in Test’ award, 220 
Triathlon Magazine commented:

“The Advance wouldn’t feel out of place against many of the 
mid-range products available at twice the price’ and that it 
was ‘a brilliant all-rounder that comes at a great price.”

Building upon these already lofty foundation blocks, the latest 
edition of the Advance takes another huge step forward. 
Most notably, it now features the world’s highest-performing 
YAMAMOTO foam. Still maintaining its modest price tag, 
the Advance wetsuit is the perfect choice for beginner 
or intermediate swimmers looking for a comfortable and 
performance-focused wetsuit for training, racing or unwinding 
in the open water.

INDUSTRY AWARDS
  220 Triathlon: Best on Test 2016-2018

  Triathlon Plus: Top Value 2016

  220 Triathlon: Best Buy 2017

ADVANCE
WETSUITS
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  BRAND NEW 1.5MM YAMAMOTO #39 SCS FREE-
FLEX SHOULDER PANEL design provides high levels of 
flexibility, comfort and efficiency with each stroke. 

  16% WEIGHT REDUCTION VERSUS THE 2020 MODEL whilst 
still maintaining the same levels of buoyancy and warmth. 

  USE OF 10 DIFFERENT MATERIALS TO MAXIMISE 
PERFORMANCE, comfort and durability despite the  
low price point.

  NO NYLON PANELS OR EXTERNAL FLATLOCK STITCHING to 
prevent water ingress and improve speed and comfort. 

  AQUA-X COATINGS USED TO MINIMISE DRAG and increase 
speed through the water. 

  SMOOTHSKIN FABRIC used to prevent water from 
permeating the suit and weighing it down.

  4MM CORE SUPPORT BUOYANCY PANELS on the upper legs 
help to keep the legs towards the surface of the water and 
therefore significantly reducing drag and fatigue.

  HIGH VISIBILITY panels to help stand-out when in the water.

  SLIMLINE PRO-SPEED CUFFS offer superior removal speed.

  LASER-CUT COLLAR provides a comfortable ‘soft-close’ fit 
around the neck.

  RAGLAN SLEEVE PANEL layout offers increased flexibility to 
allow for greater stroke efficiency.

  ECO-FRIENDLY NEOPRENE derived from limestone and scrap 
rubber tires reduces energy consumption and CO2 emissions 
by 200g per suit. The majority of neoprene production waste 
is recycled back into the suits, helping to minimise landfill 
waste and help protect the environment we train in.

MENS - WS21MADV101

WOMENS - WS21WADV101

KEY INFO

ADVANCE
WETSUITS
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OPEN WATER  
ENTRY LEVEL WETSUIT
If you’re new to open water swimming or triathlon, the Agile 
wetsuit is the companion you need to keep your body warm, 
comfortable and supported through the beginnings of your 
open water journey.

Featuring a combination of two, three and four millimetre 
buoyancy panels, the Agile allows your body to remain 
streamlined in the water, therefore reducing fatigue and 
enabling you to improve your technique and speed. Combined 
with a high-stretch shoulder panel for increased flexibility, 
the Agile further improves form by reducing drag significantly 
and increasing your potential reach with every arm pull.

In addition, the Agile also provides several features not 
offered by other entry-level wetsuits on the market at this 
price point. These include: 

1. No flatlock stitching. The seams are fully glued and blind 
stitched to ensure complete waterproofing, flexibility and no 
internal discomfort.

2. No nylon neoprene panels. The Agile is made from a mixture 
of Speedflo and Smoothskin coatings to ensure water does 
not permeate the suit, increase its weight and cause drag.

3. Performance focus. Like all Zone3 products, even though 
the materials and thickness can’t compare with the likes 
of our higher models, the Agile is designed for speed and 
comfort. 

AGILE
WETSUITS
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  2MM FLEX-FIT SHOULDER PANELS improve range of motion 
allowing you to conserve energy and reduce fatigue. 

  2MM, 3MM AND 4MM PANELS provide a well-balanced 
profile to get the most out of your swim.

  CORE SUPPORT BUOYANCY PANELS on the upper legs 
help to keep the legs towards the surface of the water and 
therefore significantly reducing drag and save energy.

  HIGH VISIBILITY PANELS to help stand-out when  
in the water.

  100% SPEEDFLO AND SMOOTHSKIN COATING for 
waterproofing and minimal drag. 

  FULLY GLUED AND BLIND STITCHED for increased comfort  
and warmth.

  NEW TALON RESISTANT COATING applied to the front  
leg to help improve durability and reduce accidental 
fingernail tears. 

  SLIMLINE PRO SPEED CUFFS offer superior removal speed. 

  YKK ZIPPER on the back of the suit with a cord attached for 
ease of use.

  LASER-CUT collar provides a comfortable ‘soft-close’ fit 
around the neck.

  ECO-FRIENDLY NEOPRENE derived from limestone and scrap 
rubber tires reduces energy consumption and CO2 emissions 
by 200g per suit. The majority of neoprene production waste 
is recycled back into the suits, helping to minimise landfill 
waste and help protect the environment we train in.

MENS - WS21MAGI116

WOMENS - WS21WAGI114

KEY INFO

AGILE
WETSUITS
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OPEN WATER ENTRY LEVEL 
THERMAL WETSUIT
New for AW22 is the Thermal Agile wetsuit, if you’re just 
getting into open water swimming especially in those colder 
months the Thermal Agile wetsuit is perfect for you. Its inner 
fleece lining will aid in keeping your body warm and insulated 
ensuring you will be comfortable and supported through the 
beginnings of your cold-water journey. 

Also, with safety in mind and ensuring full visibility in the 
water the on-body graphics have been carefully developed to 
keep you always seen.

1. No flatlock stitching. The seams are fully glued and blind 
stitched to ensure complete waterproofing, flexibility, and no 
internal discomfort.

2. Inner fleece.  
Guaranteed warmth in the colder water.

3. No nylon neoprene panels. The Agile is made from a mixture 
of Speedflo and Smoothskin coatings to ensure water does 
not permeate the suit, increase its weight and cause drag.

4. Performance focus. Like all Zone3 products, even  
though the materials and thickness can’t compare with the 
likes of our higher models, the Agile is designed for speed  
and comfort.

THERMAL AGILE
WETSUITS
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  2MM FLEX-FIT SHOULDER PANELS improve range of motion 
allowing you to conserve energy and reduce fatigue. 

  2MM, 3MM AND 4MM PANELS provide a well-balanced 
profile to get the most out of your swim.

  CORE SUPPORT BUOYANCY PANELS on the upper legs 
help to keep the legs towards the surface of the water and 
therefore significantly reducing drag and save energy.

  HIGH VISIBILITY GRAPHIC PANELS to help stand-out when  
in the water.

  100% SPEEDFLO AND SMOOTHSKIN COATING for 
waterproofing and minimal drag. 

  FULLY GLUED AND BLIND STITCHED for increased comfort  
and warmth.

  NEW TALON RESISTANT COATING applied to the front  
leg to help improve durability and reduce accidental 
fingernail tears. 

  SLIMLINE PRO SPEED CUFFS offer superior removal speed. 

  YKK ZIPPER on the back of the suit with a cord attached for 
ease of use.

  ECO-FRIENDLY NEOPRENE derived from limestone and scrap 
rubber tires reduces energy consumption and CO2 emissions 
by 200g per suit. The majority of neoprene production waste 
is recycled back into the suits, helping to minimise landfill 
waste and help protect the environment we train in.

MENS - WS22MTAG101

WOMENS - WS22WTAG101

KEY INFO

[ SPEEDFLO FLEX-FIT ]

THERMAL AGILE
WETSUITS

[ SPEEDFLO FLEX-FIT ]

[ SPEEDFLO FLEX-FIT ][ SPEEDFLO FLEX-FIT ]
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ASPECT 
WETSUITS

OPEN WATER  
BREASTSTROKE SUIT
Our Aspect wetsuit was born following the boom in open water 
swimming combined with our desire to inspire athletes at all levels 
and provide them with high performance products to help achieve 
their goals.

Utilising a mixture of SCS, Smoothskin and High-Stretch Nylon 
panels this wetsuit is designed to allow an extended range of 
movement between the legs and across the chest. The wetsuit 
also is made from a combination of 1-2.5mm thicknesses so the 
legs can stay submerged in the water and a natural breaststroke 
swimming position can be maintained.

A combination of glued seams and flatlock seams allows the extra 
stretch in the key movement areas whilst also keeping the price 
point as affordable as possible. The latest wetsuit from Zone3 adds 
a new Aspect to your open water swimming options.

  MIXTURE OF SCS AND SMOOTHSKIN AND HIGH STRETCH 
NYLON PANELS allow extended range of movement between 
the legs and the chest.

  COMBINATION OF 1-2.5MM THICKNESS allowing legs  
to remain submerged in a natural breaststroke  
swimming postion.

  FLATLOCK AND GLUED SEAMS allowing extra stretch in  
key movement areas.

   BRIGHT COLOURED CUFFS for extra visibility.

  THE ASPECT WILL BE RELEASED IN A THERMAL VERSION 
broadening its appeal and year round use.

MENS - WS21MAPT101
WOMENS - WS21WAPT101

KEY INFO
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ASPECT THERMAL
WETSUITS

  DESIGNED FOR COLD WATER swimming.

  SUITABLE FOR BREASTSTROKE OR FRONT CRAWL technique.

  DESIGNED FOR WARMTH, comfort and offers  
fantastic flexibility.

  THICKER PANEL DESIGN with fleeced lining on key panels for 
heat retention.

  FULL AQUA-X COATING APPLIED to improve speed  
and durability. 

  ONLY NYLON PANEL is on the crotch panel to allow for 
breaststroke leg-kick.

  HIGH VISIBILITY logo colours.

MEN’S WS21MTMA101
WOMEN’S WS21WTMA101

KEY INFO

The new Thermal Aspect wetsuit has been developed in the 
response to growth in Open Water Swimming and the strong 
demand to swim outdoors all year around. 

This premium wetsuit uses an Aqua-X coated Smoothskin 
material on all panels apart from between the legs  
meaning the suit is ideally suited for breaststroke or front 
crawl techniques. 
 
The wetsuit is made from a combination of 2-5mm 
thicknesses to improve warmth whilst also allowing a 
balanced body position in the water. All of the main body 
panels are glued and heat bonded to reduce water entry.

An inner Heat-Tech thermal lining, strategically placed thermal 
panels ensure key muscle groups receive essential additional 
insulation during colder water swims. 
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JUNIOR ADVENTURE | ASPECT
WETSUITS

JUNIOR ADVENTURE 
WETSUIT

JUNIOR ASPECT 
WETSUIT:

The new Adventure wetsuit has been designed 
based on the increased demand for a high
quality, performance wetsuit in the smaller sizes. 
High performance Yamamoto materials and 
features based on our award winning Advance 
model. This FINA approved wetsuit is perfect for 
those swimmers getting into open water racing. 

WS21KADV101

Our Aspect wetsuit is now 
also available in junior sizes 
to help support the boom in 
outdoor swimming as more 
swimmers move from pool 
to open water. This wetsuit 
is therefore suitable for 
breaststroke or front crawl 
technique so perfect for 
those just getting started. 

WS22JASP101

2020 VERSIONS 
SHOWN
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VERSA
WETSUITS

WATERSPORT ENTRY  
LEVEL WETSUIT
The Versa suit is the perfect multi-purpose suit, offering 
excellent levels of performance, at an entry-level price 
point. The Versa is great for keeping you warm during 
the freedom of your Swimrun, SUP adventures and your 
adrenaline-filled coasteering explorations. Featuring 
lightweight, breathable and high-stretch materials, the 
Versa offers great comfort, visibility and functionality.

  NEW LEG PANEL DESIGN finished above the knee and 
thickness reduced to 1mm.

  SHOULDER AND ARM SLEEVE PANELS updated to 1mm high-
stretch Smoothskin for improved speed and flexibility.

  INNOVATIVE NEO-BREATHE NEOPRENE for breathability on 
the back and underarms.

  CENTRAL TORSO 3MM buoyancy panels. 

  EASY TO USE FRONT ZIP and flatlock seaming for comfort.

  LARGE ZIPPED BACK POCKET and inside pockets as per the 
Evolution wetsuit.

  BRIGHT COLOURED PANELS and logos for visibility.

MENS - WS21MSRV101

WOMENS - WS211WSRV101

KEY INFO
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ACCESSORIES & APPAREL
WETSUITS

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S 
KNEESKIN

An incredibly useful product for any swimmer 
or watersports enthusiast. Premium 1.5mm 

Yamamoto is used to provide coverage, warmth 
and buoyancy whether swimming or on a SUP. 

Perfect as a baselayer during cold weather or an 
outer layer in warmer weather.

MEN’S NA18MKNE101
WOMEN’S NA18WKNE101

MULTI SPORT NEOPRENE  
SHORTS / TOP

The neoprene multi sports shorts and top are designed for 
swimming, running and all paddle sports. Providing warmth, pocket 
storage and flexibility - perfect as a base layer in colder conditions 
or a top layer when warmer. Whilst the shorts provide a pocket on 
the reverse the top has breathable mesh panels on the side panels 

and a large rear and side pocket for essential storage. 

TOP SR20UTOP101
SHORTS SR20USHO101
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ACCESSORIES

NEOPRENE ACCESSORIES 
& APPAREL
The neoprene apparel range has 
been designed to help swimmers 
continue training throughout the 
year. Many unheated pools get cold 
during the winter months so this 
range helps to maintain body heat 
and protect from the cold.

YOU CAN FIND COMPARISON 
CHARTS ON THE BACK PAGES



ACCESSORIES & APPAREL
NEOPRENE

NEOPRENE SWIM CAPS
The ultimate thermal protection for open water swimming. 
The Zone3 Neoprene Swim Cap provides warmth whilst 
maintaining good hydrodynamics through the water. It has 
a Velcro strap which joins under the chin so optimum fit is 
ensured. Also available in a strapless style.

NA18UNSC108

NA18UNSC116

NA18UNSC113

NA18USSC108
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HEAT-TECH 
NEOPRENE SWIM 
CAP
Our warmest swim cap made 
from a slightly thicker neoprene 
with a thermal lining for improved 
insulation. Constructed using 
liquid seal waterproof seams to 
help prevent water entry with a 
Velcro Strap.

NA21UHTC116

HEAT-TECH  NEOPRENE 
SOCKS
Our warmest sock made from a slightly thicker 
neoprene with a thermal lining for improved 
insulation. The socks also have a velcro strap and 
liquid seal seams to minimise water entry along 
with a gripped sole.

NA18UHTS101

HEAT-TECH NEOPRENE 
GLOVES
Our warmest glove made from a slightly thicker 
neoprene with a thermal lining for improved 
insulation. Constructed using liquid seal 
waterproof seams to help prevent water entry 
with a Velcro Strap and longer Lycra sleeve to 
enable a secure fit.

NA18UHTG101

HEAT TECH 
BALACLAVA 
A new thermal head cover in 
response to the rise in swimming 
all year around. This balaclava is 
designed to fit underneath the 
wetsuit and provide a seal between 
the wetsuit and the head. Our 
much-loved fleeced heat tech lining 
is on the sides for extra warmth and 
this is complemented with a high 
stretch lining to all a comfortable fit. 

SKU: NA22UBAL101

ACCESSORIES & APPAREL
NEOPRENE
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ACCESSORIES & APPAREL
NEOPRENE

NEOPRENE
HEADBAND
The new Zone3 Headband is 
constructed using 2mm thick high 
performance neoprene for warmth with 
a velcro fastening for fit adjustment. 
A perfect addition to any cold water 
swim; helping to keep your ears and 
head warm. 

SA20UNHB101

ZONE3 100%
NATURAL GLIDE
Made in Canada with 100% natural 
ingredients to prevent chafing, 
irritation and inflammation when 
applied to areas of friction between 
your skin and your equipment.

NA18UGLI107116

NEOPRENE  
SWIM GLOVES
Tight fitting gloves which minimise 
water entry whilst swimming but 
most importantly keep your hands 
warm in colder waters without 
restricting movement.

NA18UNSG108 (BLACK/RED)
NA18UNSG116 (BLACK/SILVER)

NEOPRENE  
SWIM SOCKS
Designed to be tight fitting to 
ensure minimal water entry and 
also to help maintain a strong 
leg-kick whilst swimming.

NA18UNSS108 (BLACK/RED)
NA18UNSS116 (BLACK/SILVER) 
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WOMEN’S COSTUME
Providing the fit and coverage from our 
classic swim costume, the neoprene 
costume is constructed using ultra thin 
1.5 - 2mm neoprene giving the swimmer 
flexibility, body coverage and warmth in 
the water.

NA18WSWI101

WARMTH VEST
Like the baselayer, this vest is designed 
to be either worn underneath a wetsuit 
during cold water conditions or instead 
of a wetsuit in warmer conditions. Made 
from 2mm neoprene with soft comfort 
lining and a higher neck for additional 
warmth.

NA18MNWV101

BASELAYER
BASELAYER: 1.5-2mm neoprene long sleeve 
baselayer, designed to be worn underneath 
a wetsuit during cold water conditions. The 
top features an extended back with elastic 
hem and higher neck to help keep water 
out and the user warm.

NA18MUWB101

ACCESSORIES & APPAREL
NEOPRENE

NEOPRENE JAMMER
The Neoprene Jammer is made from 
1.5-2mm Yamamoto material to give 
some extra buoyancy and warmth to the 
legs but without the look of wearing a 
buoyancy short.

NA18MJAM101
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ACCESSORIES & APPAREL
NEOPRENE

BUOYANCY 
SHORTS
The NEXT STEP: 3/2mm
The perfect progression from 
our Original buoyancy shorts, 
designed for those looking 
to take their swimming to 
the next level. The reduced 
emphasis on buoyancy and 
core support enables the 
swimmer to continue to 
develop their technique and 
efficiency with slightly less 
dependency. They are made 
from the same Yamamoto 
Smoothskin neoprene with 
stitched and bonded seams. 

NA18MBSN101

BUOYANCY 
SHORTS
The premium option: 
5/3mm
The Premium version utilises a 
combination of Yamamoto #39 
SCS on the front and back 
panels, and Yamamoto SCS 
Aerodome on the side panels. 
This gives a softer, lighter 
and more flexible fit along 
with more buoyancy and hip 
rotation that is suited to heavy 
legged swimmers looking to 
refine their technique. 

NA18MBSP101

BUOYANCY 
SHORTS
The originals: 5/3mm
Made from top quality 
Yamamoto Smoothskin 
neoprene and stitched and 
bonded the same way as our 
wetsuits. Designed using 3mm 
neoprene down the centre 
and 5mm neoprene on the 
sides. The shorts offer core 
body buoyancy and help to 
promote hip rotation through 
the stroke.

NA18MBSO101

WOMEN’S
BUOYANCY 
SHORTS
Originals: 5/3mm
Made from top quality 
Yamamoto Smoothskin 
neoprene and stitched and 
bonded the same way as our 
wetsuits. Designed using 3mm 
neoprene down the centre 
and 5mm neoprene on the 
sides. The shorts offer core 
body buoyancy and help to 
promote hip rotation through 
the stroke.

NA21WBSORG109

NEOPRENE FULL 
LEG BUOYANCY 
SHORTS
KICKPANTS: Constructed from 
3mm Yamamoto Smoothskin 
down the centre with 5mm on 
the sides for those who like a 
little extra lift in 
the water.

NA18MFNT101
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ACCESSORIES
OPEN WATER

POLAR FLEECE PARKA ROBE. THE 
PERFECT COMPANION TO KEEP YOU 
WARM, CHANGED AND READY FOR 
THE NEXT ACTIVITY.
This Parka Robe-style Jacket has been designed to give 
protection from the elements when you’re going to and from 
training or racing. 

Its three quarter length helps to keep the body’s warmth locked 
in and also provides an easy way to get changed into new clothes 
after a training / race session.

NAVY - CW18UFPJ103 
BLACK -CW21UFPJ101

  THREE QUARTER LENGTH  
keeps body heat locked in and 
the elements out.

  POLAR FLEECE INNER LINING 
Soft to touch, cosy and warm.

  TEMPERATURE CONTROL LINING  
Heat regulatory properties which 
absorbs and wicks water or sweat 
whilst still keeping you warm. 

  OUTER WATER-BLOCK FABRIC  
Water and windproof, designed to 
keep the elements out and body 
warmth in.

  LARGE AND COSY HOOD  
With drawstring cords for a tight 
fit when required.

KEY INFO
  TWO FRONT FLEECE POCKETS  
Keep your hands warm in colder 
conditions.

  LARGE INTERNAL POCKETS  
For accessory storage.

  SMALL ZIPPERED POCKETS  
For nutrition or electronics 
storage.

  LONG FRONT ZIP 
Allows for easy changing and  
ease of putting on and getting off.

KIDS PARKA ROBE - CW21KPFP101
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ACCESSORIES
OPEN WATER

OVERSIZE HEAT TECH POLAR 
FLEECE PARKA ROBE
Zone3’s Oversized Heat-tech Parka Robe Jacket is an 
essential companion for all open water activities. Whether 
you are swimming, paddleboarding or coasteering, it offers 
the warmth and weather protection you need after taking 
on the cold open water. This oversized design with a longer 
length and more generous sizing offers more protection and 
additional space for changing.

Featuring both our renowned Heat-Tech and Polar Fleece 
fabrics on the inside, the jacket controls temperature 
through its heat regulatory properties and absorbs and wicks 
sweat away whilst still keeping you warm. The water and 
wind resistant outer Water-Block shell further enhances this, 
stopping any wind or water from penetrating the jacket.

  WIND GUARD PROTECTION PANEL around the neck  
and chin.

  FITTED HOOD AND A POPPER design along the front to 
protect the zip.

  BREATHABLE, WATERPROOF OUTER SHELL, prevents 
water ingress and provides wind protection whilst 
allowing moisture to escape.

  TRIPLE LAYER CONSTRUCTION including our Heat-Tech 
Polar Fleece lining to absorb water and improve warmth.

  NEW LONGER SLEEVES with adjustable Velcro straps to 
protect from the elements.

  FRONT AND INTERNAL POCKETS to keep your hands warm 
and valuables safe.

  TWO-WAY YKK ZIPPER with pull cords for easy use.

KEY INFO

BLACK CW21UOFP101
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ACCESSORIES
OPEN WATER

TOWELLING CHANGING ROBE IN  
ADULT AND JUNIOR SIZES

The new Zone3 changing robe is designed to keep you warm and covered 
pre or post swim. A relaxed fit ensured these is ample space to get 
changed whilst keeping you well covered. 

Made from a 450 gsm heavy weight 100% cotton material which is warm 
and fluffy allowing you to dry quickly and complete with large pockets for 
storage and a hood with cords to keep the head warm and covered

ADULT - OW22UTCR103
JUNIOR - OW22JTCR103
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GOGGLES 

HIGH PERFORMANCE 
GOGGLES FOR OPEN WATER 
AND POOL SWIMMING
It took years of testing to find the perfect 
goggles to complement the Zone3 range. They 
are packed full of great features, including 100% 
UVA/UVB protection and wide angle anti-fog 
lenses. We pride ourselves on offering a range 
of lens types that offer clarity in all types of 
swimming. With the addition of a new style and 
updated colour ways for 2022, there is a style 
and shape to suit every swimmer.

YOU CAN FIND COMPARISON 
CHARTS ON THE BACK PAGES



THE TECHNOLOGY

UV
ULTRA-SOFT 
GASKETS

Ultra-soft silicone gaskets are used 
on all Zone3 goggles; perfect for 
long distance swims and protecting 
against wayward limbs. They provide 
a brilliant seal whilst minimising 
pressure around the eye.

WIDE-ANGLE 
LENSES

Our large curved lenses give an 
excellent field of vision ensuring 
your view is unrestricted and feels 
as natural as possible.

REACTIVE 
LENSES

Reactive lenses utilise 
photochromatic technology to 
automatically react to changing 
light conditions. Our most 
advanced lens technology, it 
reduces glare and softens the 
light when swimming outside.

POLARIZED LIGHT 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM
We use premium polarized lenses 
that reduce the effect of glare 
from the water and surrounding 
objects; producing fantastic clarity 
in all weather.

100% UVA/UVB 
PROTECTION

All our goggles offer 100% UVA/
UVB protection; blocking out 
the sun’s harmful rays.

HORIZON

LUCID

Our wide-angle lenses feature a one-piece curved surface to 
aid your peripheral vision whilst swimming. This unrestricted 
view allows you to concentrate on your technique and gives 
you the full picture of what’s around you. 

LUCID
Ultra clear lenses that utilise a combination of the latest 
polycarbonate materials and high-quality finishes to reduce 
fogging and guarantee crystal clear vision in all conditions. 
Paired with our Polarized Light Management System, our 
goggles and sunglasses offer unparalleled clarity of vision.

ECLIPSE
Our most advanced technology. Utilising photochromatic 
technology to automatically adjust to changing light 
conditions. The weather is an untameable and fickle force 
that can have a great effect on your performance. By reacting 
to changes in the brightness levels, our eclipse lenses ensure 
uninterrupted vision whilst outside.

HORIZON ECLIPSE
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VENATOR-X
GOGGLES

SA21GOGVE113

SA21GOGVE115

SA21GOGVE114

SA21GOGVE101

SA21GOGVE108

SA21GOGVE102

SA21GOGVE112

OVERVIEW
Brand new goggles from Zone3 launched in 2021 with an 
exclusive mould design. Taking learnings and feedback 
from both professionals and amateurs on the Attack 
and Vapour goggles, we have been able to combine the 
best components of each to make a great fitting, highly 
comfortable goggle which is designed for training and 
racing in open water or for indoor or outdoor pool training.

  SEVEN CONTEMPORARY and stylish colourways available.

  A VARIETY OF LENS OPTIONS depending on the conditions 

including Polarised Mirror, Photochromatic and Tinted.

 SUPER SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort around the eyes.

 LUCID lenses with Anti-Fog coating for optimum clarity.

 HORIZON wide angle, curved lenses for superior vision.

 DOUBLE STRAP with dimpled grips and easy adjustable sizing.

 100% UVA/UVB protection.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON ECLIPSE
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VIPER-SPEED
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
A hydro-dynamic design for fast, streamlined swimming. 
Further enhanced with ultra-soft silicone seals for supreme 
comfort so perfectly suitable for training or racing. Tinted, 
anti-fog treated lenses allow for crystal clear vision and 
reduce the glare and irritation of bright pool lighting.  The thin 
silicone strap feels almost invisible and Ultrafast Quick-fit 
strap adjust system allows for a fine-tuned fit.  

  STREAMLINED hydro-dynamic design.

  LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment.

  HORIZON wide angle lenses.

  QUICKFIT strap adjustment system.

  ULTRA-SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort and protection.

  THIN SILICONE STRAP gives an “invisible” hold.

  100% UVA/UVB protection.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON

“Top quality and comfortable racing 
goggle with wide-ranging appeal”

85% FROM 220 TRIATHLON 
MAGAZINE, 2018

SA19GOGVI103

SA19GOGVI117 SA19GOGVI105

SA19GOGVO101
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VOLARE
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
Volare racing goggles are the ultimate hybrid goggle, the low-
profile design and performance of a pool racer is perfectly 
complemented by the comfort afforded by the cushioning 
of the ultra-soft silicone gaskets usually only featured in 
open water swimming goggles. This allows the Volare to give 
outstanding performance in the pool or open water.

  INTERCHANGEABLE NOSE BRIDGE for customised fit.

  LUCID lenses with anti-fog treatment.

  HORIZON wide angle lenses.

  ULTRA-SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort and protection.

  POLARIZED Mirror lenses.

  100% UVA/UVB Protection.

  TWIN-ADJUSTABLE head strap.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON

“A mightily impressive set of goggles 
that tick all the performance boxes”

94% FROM 220 TRIATHLON 
MAGAZINE, 2018

SA18GOGVO109

SA19GOGVO102

SA18GOGVO108

SA19GOGVO101
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VAPOUR
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
Ultra-soft silicone combines with a great fit making them 
the perfect goggle for open water or pool training sessions.  
The large curved lenses give an excellent field of vision 
allowing you to carefully navigate your direction and spot 
any other swimmers.  Anti-fog protection gives crystal clear 
vision whilst the polarised lenses minimise the sun’s glare. 
The flexible silicone frame and easy adjust straps means 
they fit a wide range of head and face sizes. 

 LUCID lenses with anti-fog treatment.

 HORIZON wide angle lenses.

 ULTRA-SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort and protection.

 POLARISED Mirror lenses.

 AVAILABLE WITH eclipse photochromatic lenses.

 100% UVA/UVB protection.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON ECLIPSE

SA19GOGVA112 SAGOGVA106

SA18GOGVA103SA18GOGVA102

SA18GOGVA112
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APOLLO
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
For swimmers who find standard goggles a little too big for 
them the Apollo goggles have a smaller frame allowing for 
a better seal around the eyes on those with a smaller head/
face; ideal for junior swimmers.  The ultra-soft silicone 
seals allow for a comfortable swim over any distance and 
also minimise the risk of an eye injury from the impact of a 
flailing limb of another swimmer.  

  LOW PROFILE frame.

  LUCID lenses with anti-fog treatment.

  HORIZON wide angle lenses.

  ULTRA-SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort and protection.

  TWO DIFFERENT lens options for various light conditions.

  100% UVA/UVB protection.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON

SA18GOGAP116

SA18GOGAP116 (SILVER/BLACK) 
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VISION-MAX
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
For swimmers who are looking for comfort above all else, a 
mask style swim goggle is the perfect solution. The ultra-
soft silicone seals sit on the forehead and below the eyes 
taking all pressure off the eyes and delicate eye sockets. The 
position and size of the seal also takes the impact of any 
stray limbs of other swimmers allowing the wearer confidence 
in mass starts and swimming in crowded waters that their 
mask won’t get dislodged. 

  LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment.

  HORIZON wide angle lenses (180° Panoramic Vision).

  ULTRA-SOFT silicone seal for comfort and protection.

  LOW PROFILE mask style design for minimal drag.

  SCRATCH RESISTANT lenses.

  SPLIT YOKE strap.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON

SA19GOGVO102
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ATTACK
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
Flexible in more ways than one; it is the perfect goggle for 
both open water and pool swimming and the soft silicone 
frame, easy adjust straps and ultra-soft silicone gaskets 
means they fit perfectly on a wide variety of head and face 
sizes/shapes. If you are looking for comfort and performance, 
you can’t go wrong with Attack Goggle.  

 POLARIZED MIRROR Lenses.

 LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment.

 HORIZON wide angle lenses.

 ULTRA-SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort and protection.

 THIN SILICONE STRAP gives an “invisible” hold.

 AVAILABLE WITH eclipse photochromatic lenses.

 100% UAV/UVB protection.

KEY INFO

LUCIDHORIZON ECLIPSE

SA19GOGAT113 SA18GOGAT108

SA20GOGAT106 SA18GOGAT101

SA20GOGAT106 SA18GOGAT110
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ASPECT
GOGGLES

OVERVIEW
Giving a whole new ASPECT to your swim. We believe we have 
found the very best compromise between an Open Water 
and Pool goggle which performs absolutely brilliantly in all 
conditions. To make it even better these goggles are available 
in 9 different lens options so are perfect for all conditions. 
The Aspect goggles offer fantastic comfort and vision which 
makes for a very exciting addition to the range.

 STREAMLINED hydro-dynamic design.

 LUCID lenses with tinted finish and anti-fog treatment.

 HORIZON wide angle lenses.

 QUICKFIT STRAP adjustment system.

 ULTRA-SOFT silicone gaskets for comfort and protection.

 THIN SILICONE STRAP gives an “invisible” hold.

 100% UVA/UVB protection.

KEY INFO

HORIZON ECLIPSE

SA20GOGAS116

SA20GOGAS121

SA20GOGAS102

SA20GOGAS105

SA20GOGAS117

SA20GOGAS120

SA20GOGAS101

SA20GOGAS106

SA20GOGAS114
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ACCESSORIES

OPEN WATER 
ACCESSORIES
The open water accessories range has been 
designed to accompany you wherever your 
adventure takes you. From the banks of your 
favourite river to the sandy beaches of your 
morning SUP yoga session. Our accessories are 
designed to keep you warm, safe and organised.



ACCESSORIES
OPEN WATER

WATERPROOF KIT BAG
Our waterproof kit bag is perfect for commuters 
and adventures days. The backpack is spacious 
enough for all your essentials and features a 
built-in laptop section to keep it secure.

BACKPACK RA20WBKP101

TRANSITION 
BACKPACK
The perfect training and race-day 
bag, with separate compartments 
to keep your kit organised and 
a waterproof lined 
wetsuit section. 

RA20TRANB101 (Black/Grey)
RA18TRANB103 (Navy/Orange)
RA18TRANB108 (Red/Black)

WINNER OF 
220 Triathlon Magazine’s
“BEST ON TEST AWARD”

10L AND 30L WATERPROOF 
DRY BAG
Perfect for those going to and from the open water. 
100% waterproof welded seams and folding seal so 
suitable for keeping things dry whilst you’re swimming 
and then for putting wet swimwear or wetsuits in post-
swim. Made from 500D PVC material with shoulder 
straps and handle for easy storage and carrying. 

10L – SA22WPDB113/10L
30L - SA22WPDB113/30L
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ACCESSORIES

WORKOUT / TRAVEL / RACE 
PERFORMANCE BACKPACK
Versatile performance backpack for training, racing or everyday 
use. Multiple compartments and zipped pockets and a 40L 
capacity making it perfect for keeping all kit organized and 
clean. There is a waterproof storage area, shoe compartment, 
laptop area, external mesh pockets and accessories such as 
carabiner to allow for bike helmets to secured. Perfect for 
going to a from the gym, lake or for racing and complete with 
front, back and side reflective details for low light conditions. 
Comfortable and lightweight shoulder straps and padded pack 
panels complete this superb all-rounder. 

RA22WPBP101/OS

30L OPEN WATER DRY BAG  
TECH BACKPACK
The perfect companion for when you’re going to the 
beach, lake, river or pool. 100% waterproof welded 
seams and folding seal so suitable for keeping things 
dry whilst you’re swimming and then for putting wet 
swimwear or wetsuits in post-swim. Features include:

  FRONT MESH POCKET for all essentials and quick 
release cord closures.

  ELASTICATED SIDE POCKETS for drinks and further 
internal pocket areas.

  COMBINATION OF A MATT BLACK and high visibility 
orange 500D PVC material.

  LIGHTWEIGHT, BREATHABLE BACK PANEL and 
shoulder straps.

  CHEST STRAPS AND FRONT BUCKLE closure system.

  REFLECTIVE FRONT and back detailing.

SA22DBTB101/30L

OPEN WATER
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ACCESSORIES

LARGE MICRO FIBRE TOWEL
Super absorbent towelling material which folds up neatly and is perfect for packing and using 
straight after a swim. Lightweight and very soft, it’s the perfect companion whether swimming, 
training, racing or just hitting the beach. Anti-bacterial properties also help to keep the towel 
fresh after swimming in open water. Measures 80cm x 150cm when folded out. 

OW22LMFT103/OS

INSULATED STAINLESS  
STEEL FLASK  
The perfect companion for after being out in the open 
water. Our carefully selected 750ml double walled 
insulated water bottle is made from stainless steel 
keeping drinks hot or cold so it’s ready when you are. 
The design is lightweight, 100% BPA free and easy to 
use and attach to bags for storage. 

CW22ISSF101/OS

OPEN WATER

ORGANIC  
COTTON BEANIE
100% Organic Cotton beanie designed for 
warmth and breathability after your swim. 
Navy colour and including Zone3 front logo.

CW21UBEA101
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ACCESSORIES
OPEN WATER

SWIM BUOY 28L
Large Swim buoy in high 
visibility colours offering 
safety when swimming. 

ORANGE-SA21SBTF113
PINK-SA21SBTF114
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ACCESSORIES 
OPEN WATER

TOW FLOAT SAFETY 
BELT

High visibility tow float stored inside an 
adjustable waist belt/carrying pouch 

SA18SBTF113

WATERPROOF PHONE 
POUCH
The perfect accessory for phone 
protection during your adventure. 

SA21WPP113

HYDRATION  
SWIM BUOY
Designed with the long distance swimmer 
in mind, the buoy allows the swimmer 
to stay hydrated with the included drink 
bladder and tube accessible whilst in the 
water. Hi-vis colour for safety.

SA18SBHY113 

SWIM BUOY 
DRY BAG 28L
The Zone3 dry bag features dual air 
bladders that inflate around the storage 
compartment with a large 28L capacity. 
The adjustable dual belt design attaches 
securely around the swimmer’s waist 
and the leash ensures that the product 
remains out of your stroke range 
whilst swimming.

ORANGE-SA18SBDB113 
PINK-SA18SBDB114

ON THE GO SWIM 
BUOY/ BAG
For swimmers who want a smaller 
area to store personal items whilst 
still having the visibility and safety of 
swimming with a buoy. The beauty of 
this product is that all items placed 
in the bag are easily accessible, even 
whilst in the water. 

SA18SBDO113
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ACCESSORIES
OPEN WATER

LED BACKPACK TOW FLOAT 28L
Sharing all the features of the popular Dry Bag Tow Float 
28L, the LED BackPack Tow Float includes Reflective Logos 
and LED lights with a strobe option for low light conditions 
and enhanced visibility.

SA212LBP113/28L

LED

LED DRY BAG TOW FLOAT 28L 
WITH WATERPROOF PHONE 
POUCH INCLUDED
Sharing all the features of the popular Dry Bag Tow Float 
28L, the LED Dry Bag Tow Float includes reflective Logos and 
LED lights with a strobe option for low light conditions and 
enhanced visibility. 

The LED Dry Bag Tow Float also has additional storage 
capabilities with a waterproof front pouch for phone storage 
and comes complete with a free waterproof phone pouch.

SA212LDB113/28L

LED
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SWIMWEAR
Made up of six exciting categories; Cosmic, Prism, 
Aztec, High-Jazz, Iconic and an all-out Race Range, 
there is something for all tastes and abilities this 
year as we further expand into the swimwear 
market. Our Xfinity fabric is market leading and has 
been tried and tested by hundreds of athletes to 
ensure 100% Chlorine resistance, shape retention, 
coverage and performance.



  UPF50+

  PERFECT FIT

  CHLORINE & SUNSCREEN RESISTANT

  BREATHABLE

KEY INFO

‘OWS RENEW’ WOMEN’S SWIMMING RANGE

OVERVIEW
New for 2022 the OWS Renew collection, created using 
a polyester yarn formed from recycled plastic bottles. 
This collection has been designed for use in open water 
swimming, either under a wetsuit or on its own.

ZONE3 HIGH NECK SWIMSUIT

HIGH NECK COSTUME

BLACK - SW22WOWSN101

COSMIC 3.0 - SW22WOWSN122

ZONE3 KNEESKIN

Colourway 1 Colourway 2

SHORT LEG KNEE SKIN COSTUME

BLACK - SW22WOWSK101

COSMIC 3.0 - SW22WOWSK122

ZONE3 SWIMSUIT

CLASSIC COSTUME

BLACK - SW22WOWSM101

COSMIC 3.0 - SW22WOWSM122
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SWIMWEAR

HIGH-JAZZ 2.0
01 WOMEN’S Strap back costume - 
SW18WBZS117
02 MEN’S Jammers - SW18MBZJ117
03 MEN’S Brief Shorts - SW18MBZBS117
04 GIRL’S Costume - SW19KBZB117
05 BOY’S Jammers - SW19KBZJ117
06 BOY’S Brief shorts - SW19KBZBS117

AZTEC 3.0
01 MEN’S Jammers - SW20MAJAM140
02 MEN’S Aqua shorts - 
SW20MAAQU140
03 WOMEN’S Strap back costume - 
SW20WASB140

ICONIC
01 WOMEN’S Bound back swim costume - SW20WIBB101
02 WOMEN’S Classic swim costume - SW20WIC101
03 WOMEN’S Tankini - SW20WITNK101
04 MEN’S Jammers  - SW20MIJAM101
05 MEN’S Aqua Shorts - SW20MIAQU101 
06 MENS Briefs - SW20MIBRF101
07 Drag Shorts - SW20UIDRA101

01

01

02

02

03

03

01 02

03 04

05 06 07
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SWIMWEAR

  FINA APPROVED race design

  SECOND SKIN FIT for the ultimate  
streamlined performance

  HYDRODYNAMIC WATER REPELLENT  
‘Performance Gold’ fabric

  TARGETED COMPRESSION for increased  
muscular activation & performance

  STRUCTURED DESIGN provides support  
and aids body position

  ITALIAN ULTRA-FINE LINING for comfort and coverage

  GOLD COLOUR FLAT-LOCK STITCHING for improved 
durability and comfort against the skin

 TRAINING AND RACING KNEESKIN designed for speed

  STRUCTURED DESIGN provides support and  
aids body position

  SECOND SKIN FIT for the ultimate  
streamlined performance

 HYDRODYNAMIC WATER REPELLENT fabric

  TARGETED COMPRESSION for increased  
muscular activation & performance

 ITALIAN ULTRA-FINE LINING for comfort and coverage

  FLAT-LOCK STITCHING for improved durability and  
comfort against the skin

 ALSO AVAILABLE in kids sizing

PERFORMANCE GOLD

PERFORMANCE SPEED

01

02

01 MEN’S - SW18MFJX101  
02 WOMEN’S - SW18WFKX101

03 MEN’S - SW18MFJS106 
04 WOMEN’S - SW18WFKS106 

03

04

COSMIC FLOURO RANGE
01 WOMEN’S Bound back swim costume - SW18WCOB115
02 WOMEN’S Two-Piece bikini - SW18WCOBK115
03 MEN’S Jammers - SW18MCOJ115
04 MEN’S Brief Shorts - SW18MCOBS115

KONA SPEED
01 MEN’S Jammers - SW20MPJAM130
02 MEN’S Aqua Shorts - SW20MPAQU130
03 WOMEN’S STRAP back costume - SW20WPBB130

01 02 03
04

01 02 03
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PRISM 2.0
01 WOMEN’S Strap back 
costume -
SW18WPRS117 
02 MEN’S Jammers - 
SW18MPRJ117 
03 MEN’S Brief Shorts - 
SW18MPRBS117
04 GIRL’S Costume - 
SW18KP2S117
05 BOY’S Jammers - 
SW18KP2J117
06 BOY’S Brief Shorts - 
SW18KP2BS117

AZTEC 2.0
01 WOMEN’S Strap Back 
costume -  
SW18WAZ2S117
02 MEN’S Jammers - 
SW18MAZ2J117
03 GIRL’S Costume - 
SW18KAZ2S117
04 BOY’S Jammers - 
SW18KAZ2J117
05 BOY’S Brief Shorts - 
SW18KAZ2BS117

COSMIC 3.0
01 MEN’S Jammers - 
SW20MCJAM120
02 MEN’S Aqua Shorts - 
SW20MCAQU120
03 WOMEN’S Strap Back 
Costume -  
SW20WCSB120

PRISM 3.0
01 MEN’S Jammers - 
SW20MPJAM130
02 MEN’S Aqua Shorts - 
SW20MPAQU130
03 WOMEN’S Bound  
back costume -  
SW20WPBB130
04 WOMEN’S High Neck 
Costume -  
SW20WPHN130

COSMIC 2.0
01 Women’s Strap Back 
costume -  
SW18WCOS114
02 Men’s Jammers - 
SW18MCOJ114

01 01 01 01 01

02
02

03

03 04

02 02

03 02

SWIMWEAR
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SWIMWEAR

KIDS PRISM 2.0
01 GIRL’S Costume - SW18KP2S117
02 BOY’S Jammers - SW18KP2J117
03 BOY’S Brief Shorts - SW18KP2BS117

MORE COLOURWAYS ALSO AVAILABLE

01

02

03

CHILDREN’S RANGE
We have always been passionate 
about grassroots and understand 
how important those first 
experiences are. Our children’s 
collection has been developed to the 
same standard as our adults range – 
offering perfect fit, supreme comfort 
and maximum performance. 

AQUAHERO 
GOGGLES
The kids Aquahero goggle is super 
comfortable, designed with both 
pool and open water swimming in 
mind. Modelled on the Zone3 Attack 
goggles. The anti-fog treated lenses 
provide crystal clear vision so that 
kids can enjoy the same performance 
and comfort as adults.

SA18KGOGA107 (BLUE/YELLOW)
SA20KGOGA109 (BLACK/GREEN)
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POOL ACCESSORIES

FRONT FACING SNORKEL
A streamline shaped, front facing snorkel to allow you to 
focus on technique without the need to worry about 
your breathing. 

SA18FFS

PROTECTIVE SWIM  
GOGGLE CASE
No more hunting around for your goggles at the bottom 
of your bag and having to replace them every season due 
to scratched lenses, it’s time to start taking care of your 
goggles with a protective case.

SA19GPC/OS

SILICONE SWIM CAP - 48G
High quality 48g Silicone Swim Cap is designed to be 
comfortable, easy to put on and take off and not too tight 
or too loose. Caps are available in Silver, Black, Red, Neon 
Yellow and Neon Pink or Orange to stand out in Open Water.

BLACK SA18SCAP101
HI-VIS ORANGE SA18SCAP113
RED SA18SCAP108

HI-VIS YELLOW SA18SCAP115
SILVER SA18SCAP116
HI-VIS PINK SA18SCAP114
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ERGO SWIM TRAINING 
HAND PADDLES
The Zone3 Hand Paddles are often 
described as the most comfortable paddles 
available. In fact, the coaches of two 
of the largest triathlon clubs in the UK 
stock these especially for their swimmers. 
They are perfect for building upper body 
swimming strength and are very useful to 
combine with the buoyancy shorts.

SA18EPAD116

POWER STROKE 
PADDLES
Designed to develop hand positioning 
through the water, hi-vis orange on the 
inside gives a visual aid to the swimmer 
to help correct swim stroke technique - 
with thumb & index finger entering the 
water first – included when swimming 
front crawl.

SA18CPAD

SILICONE V-FLEX 
ERGO SWIM TRAINING 
TRAINING FINS
A unique one-piece fin design with ankle 
strap for improved comfort and fit.
Unlike many of the other swimming fins 
on the market, the Zone3 fins feature an 
ankle strap rather than a full fitted heel 
which allows a better fit, less chafing and 
unrestricted ankle movement.

SA18UFIN

MESH TRAINING BAG / 
SWIM TRAINING  
AIDS BAG
Most entry level wetsuits don’t come with 
a bag for storage, so this is the perfect size 
for commuting and storage and allows your 
wetsuit to drip dry until you have time to 
hang the suit and dry fully.

LARGE SA18LMTB101
SMALL SA18SMTB101

POOL ACCESSORIES
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CASUAL 
T-SHIRTS:
A range of Open Water 
inspired screen print 
T-shirts made in 100% 
Organic cotton.

CASUAL WEAR

CW20MCOTT101
CW18MCOTT101

CW20MCOTT101

CW20WCOTT106

OPEN WATER
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COMPARISON CHARTS

BUDGET DISTANCE / STYLE EXPERIENCE

IRONMAN 70.3 OLYMPIC SPRINT OW RACE  
SWIMMER

OW RECREATIONAL 
SWIMMER BEGINNER INDERMEDIATE ADVANCED

VANQUISH HIGH

ASPIRE MID

VISION LOW

ADVANCE LOW

AGILE LOW

ASPECT LOW

WETSUIT FINDER
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TECH COMFORT FLEXIBILITY BUOYANCY SPEED DURABILTY

VANQUISH

ASPIRE

VISION MEN’S

VISION WOMEN’S

ADVANCE

AGILE

ASPECT THERMAL

ASPECT

VERSA

EVOLUTION

WETSUIT LEVEL COMPARISON
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WETSUIT TECHNICAL FEATURE COMPARISON - TECHNOLOGY

VANQUISH ASPIRE 
MEN’S

ASPIRE  
WOMEN’S

ASPIRE  
THERMAL

VISION  
MEN’S

VISION  
WOMEN’S ADVANCE AGILE ASPECT 

THERMAL ASPECT EVOLUTION VERSA

FEATURES

NO FLATLOCK 
STITCHING

NO NYLON  
PANELS

HIGH VISIBILITY

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT MAX

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT NEUTRAL

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

BREASTSTROKE  
DESIGN

X-10

X-10 EXTREME

B.R.E

TALON RESISTANCE 
COATING

PRO SPEED  
CUFFS FULL

PRO SPEED  
CUFFS HALF

LASER CUT  
COLLAR

LASER CUT  
COLLAR PREMIUM

HEAT RETENTION 
SYSTEM

SENSORY CATCH
PANELS

ENVIRONMENTALLY  
FRIENDLY NEOPRENE
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WETSUIT TECHNICAL FEATURE COMPARISON - MATERIAL

VANQUISH ASPIRE 
MEN’S

ASPIRE  
WOMEN’S

ASPIRE  
THERMAL

VISION  
MEN’S

VISION  
WOMEN’S ADVANCE AGILE ASPECT 

THERMAL ASPECT EVOLUTION VERSA

FEATURES

NO FLATLOCK 
STITCHING

NO NYLON  
PANELS

HIGH VISIBILITY

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

BREASTSTROKE  
DESIGN

X-10

X-10 EXTREME

B.R.E

TALON  
RESISTANCE

PRO SPEED  
CUFFS

PRO SPEED  
CUFFS

LASER CUT  
COLLAR

LASER CUT  
COLLAR

HEAT RETENTION 
SYSTEM

SENSORY CATCH

ENVIROMENTALLY  
FRIENDLY

MATERIAL

100% YAMAMOTO

YAMAMOTO 39

YAMAMOTO 40

BIO-RUBBER

ALPHA  
TITANIUM

0.3MM BRS  
YAMAMOTO

SMOOTHSKIN

AERODOME 
YAMAMOTO

NBR BUOYANCY MAX

SILK-FIT LINING

HIGH STRETCH  
NYLON

VANQUISH ASPIRE 
MEN’S

ASPIRE  
WOMEN’S

ASPIRE  
THERMAL

VISION  
MEN’S

VISION  
WOMEN’S ADVANCE AGILE ASPECT 

THERMAL ASPECT EVOLUTION VERSA
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WETSUIT TECHNICAL FEATURE COMPARISON - COATING

VANQUISH ASPIRE 
MEN’S

ASPIRE  
WOMEN’S

ASPIRE  
THERMAL

VISION  
MEN’S

VISION  
WOMEN’S ADVANCE AGILE ASPECT 

THERMAL ASPECT EVOLUTION VERSA

FEATURES

NO FLATLOCK 
STITCHING

NO NYLON  
PANELS

HIGH VISIBILITY

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

CORE BUOYANCY 
SUPPORT

BREASTSTROKE  
DESIGN

X-10

X-10 EXTREME

B.R.E

TALON  
RESISTANCE

PRO SPEED  
CUFFS

PRO SPEED  
CUFFS

LASER CUT  
COLLAR

LASER CUT  
COLLAR

HEAT RETENTION 
SYSTEM

SENSORY CATCH

ENVIROMENTALLY  
FRIENDLY

MATERIAL

YAMAMOTO

YAMAMOTO

YAMAMOTO

BIO-RUBBER

ALPHA  
TITANIUM

0.3MM BRS

SMOOTHSKIN

AERODOME

NBR BUOYANCY

SILK-FIT

HIGH STRETCH  
NYLON

COATING

SCS NANO 
YAMAMOTO

FREE-FLEX SCS 
YAMAMOTO

AQUA-X 
COATING

GUNMETAL SCS
YAMAMOTO

SPEEDFLO COATING

SWIM/RUN 
SPECIFIC

SANDWICH  
DESIGN

NEO-BREATHE

POCKET  
STORAGE

POCKET  
STORAGE

LIGHTWEIGHT

VANQUISH ASPIRE 
MEN’S

ASPIRE  
WOMEN’S

ASPIRE  
THERMAL

VISION  
MEN’S

VISION  
WOMEN’S ADVANCE AGILE ASPECT 

THERMAL ASPECT EVOLUTION VERSA
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LEVEL OW TRAINING OW RACING POOL TRAINING POOL RACING LARGE MEDIUM SMALL

VAPOUR HIGH LEVEL

VENATOR MID LEVEL

ATTACK MID LEVEL

ASPECT MID LEVEL

VOLARE HIGH LEVEL

VIPER-SPEED HIGH LEVEL

APOLLO ENTRY LEVEL

VISION MAX ENTRY LEVEL

GOGGLES OVERVIEW
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GOGGLE FEATURES

REACTIVE
PHOTOCHROMATIC

LENS

TINTED
LENS

POLARIZED 
MIRRORED 

LENS

QUICK SIZE 
ADJUST

HORIZON 
WIDE ANGLE 

LENS

LUCID 
POLYCARBONATE 

LENS

ADJUSTABLE 
NOSE PIECE

DOUBLE 
SILICONE 
STRAP

SPLIT 
SILICONE 
STRAP

VAPOUR

VENATOR

ATTACK

ASPECT

VOLARE

VIPER-SPEED

APOLLO

VISION MAX
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SALES@ZONE3.COM
ZONE3.COM


